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RESOLUTION  
DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON AQUACULTURE 

AND FISHERIES RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE AND FOOD AND THE 
COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES TO CONDUCT A JOINT INQUIRY, IN 

AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE’S FISHERIES ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 

264 TO THE CRABLET GATHERERS IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF GUBAT, 
PROVINCE OF SORSOGON 

WHEREAS, the municipality of Gubat with its vast coastal lines facing the Pacific Ocean hosted 13 
fishing villages out of its 42 barangays. Its strategic long coastal areas are home to the common mud 
crabs due to its vast mangrove areas which are suitable for spawning. In these areas, mud crablets or 
locally known in Sorsogon as ‘langaw-langaw’, are considered as one of the sources of income 
especially in poor fishing communities. The specific character of the waters and location of the 
Municipality of Gubat makes it an ideal spawning ground for mud crabs not only in the province of 
Sorsogon but also in the whole Bicol region;   30 

31 
WHEREAS, mud crab gathering has long been established in the Philippines. Particularly, the 32 
Municipality of Gubat had been in the mud crab trade for decades. In fact, virtually all the 13 coastal 33 
and nearby upland villages in Gubat are in the practice of mud crab trade from catching, harvesting, 34 
nursery, fattening and up to the transporting of the crablets to various provinces within and outside 35 
the Bicol Region. But with reports of decline of the wild crab stocks, provincial and municipal 36 
ordinances have been issued by a number of Local Government Units (LGUs) along with the Bureau 37 
of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) to conserve and manage the remaining finite resource; 38 

39 
WHEREAS, according to the 2018 Philippine Statistic Authority (PSA)’s selected statistics in 40 
agriculture, mud crab production notably increased and stands at 15.8MT in 2013, 16.2MT in 2014, 41 
16.2 MT in 2015, 16.9MT in 2016, 18.1MT 2017, and 20.8 in 2018. Also, the Value of Production 42 
(in millions) of mud crab recorded an increase from 4,799.9 in 2013, 5,135.3 in 2014, 5,380.7 in 2015, 43 
6,255.4 in 2016, 7,265.9 in 2017 and 9, 026.6 in 2018;  44 

45 
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WHEREAS, specifically, according to the Sorsogon Countryside in Figures (CIF) 2018 Edition, mud 1 
crab was the top produce among the aquaculture marine species which recorded 706 MT in 2017 2 
followed by seaweeds with 551 MT. and mussels with 440 metric tons. Fisheries production in the 3 
province improved in 2017 as compared to previous years, from 2013 to 2017.  4 

5 
Major Aquaculture Species: Sorsogon, 2014-2017 Species Production (in metric ton) 6 

2014 2015 2016 2017 7 
Milkfish 464 298 364 320 8 
Tiger prawn  209 154 159 180 9 
Mudcrab  866 597 505 706 10 
Mussel   285 322 405 440 11 
Seaweeds  97  377 374 551 12 
Other species 81  58 20 17 13 
Total   2,001 1,807 1,828 2,214 14 
Source: Country Stat, Philippine Statistics Authority 15 

16 
17 

WHEREAS, in the 2018 (January – December) report of the Philippine Statistic Authority, on the 18 
Fisheries Situation Report; the mud crab production was recorded at 21.68 thousand MT, which 19 
grew by 14.11 percent from its 2017 level of 19.00 thousand metric tons. The volume of 20 
production also increased for the past three years, which registered 6.46 and 14.11 percent 21 
growth rates in 2017 and 2018, respectively. It added that, of the total mud crab production, 95.81 22 
percent was contributed by aquaculture subsector while 4.19 percent by inland municipal;   23 

24 
WHEREAS, the insatiable demand for mud crab both in the local and international market has been 25 
the driving force to step up the exploitation of wild and fish pond-produced mud crab. Mud traders 26 
are using poverty of host fishing communities to fill up the growing demand, pushing fisherfolks to 27 
use prohibited catch gears like the ‘diyakos and duyan- duyan’ and other forms of illegal catch gears. 28 
These threaten not only the mud crab but other marine species and the environment. In fact, as early 29 
as the 1990’s there have been an observation pointing that the over exploitation to harvest mud crab 30 
seeds for various culture techniques and to appease the growing demand have been the main source 31 
of its depleting supply in the market (Bay of Bengal Program, 1991, Development of the Mud Crab sector in 32 
three Provinces in the Philippines, 2007, Production economics and Marketing of Mud Crabs in the Philippines, 2001); 33 

34 
WHEREAS, on January 22, 2020, the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, issued Fisheries 35 
Administrative Order No.264 (FAO 264) or the Regulation on the catching, transporting, selling, 36 
trading and exporting of mangrove crablets, juvenile mangrove crabs and gravid mangrove crabs 37 
(Syclla spp.). In the AO, it indicated that the collection method of catching mangrove crablets, like 38 
push and scissor nets, is causing environmental damage. The collection method also catches other 39 
juvenile species in violation of municipal fisheries ordinances;  40 

41 
WHEREAS, once implemented, only juvenile crabs measuring 5 centimeters—the legal size for 42 
trade—will be allowed for catch. This will threaten mangrove areas as gatherers will have to disturb 43 
these for catching. The FAO No. 264 will also prohibit all forms of catching gears including those 44 
recognized by the Municipal Fisheries Ordinance as legal such as the ‘sudsud’ and ‘atras’; 45 

46 
WHEREAS, based on the recent crablet inventory conducted by the Municipal Agriculture Office 47 
(MAO), it recorded 2.2 Million crablet stocks for the month of June 2020. It was in fact one of the 48 
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basis made by the Gubat - MAO on recommending to the BFAR Central Office a moratorium on the 1 
enforcement of FAO No. 264 which started July and will expire this coming September 21; 2 
 3 
WHEREAS, it was only last June 2020 that the Municipality of Gubat knew about the FAO No. 264. 4 
Gubat Mayor Sharon Glipo-Escoto held a consultation with the Municipal Agriculture Office to study 5 
the said order. Upon studying the adverse impact of the said order, they scheduled series of 6 
consultations to find out the sentiments of crablet gatherers which were estimated to a thousand in 7 
thirteen costal barangays. Based on the result of the meeting consultations which started last August 8 
12, 18, 19, 20, 21 and until 23 covering ten out of the thirteen coastal barangays, the findings are as 9 
follows:   10 
 11 

• No consultation had been made by the proponents of the FAO 264 to stakeholders, thus, 12 
making it undemocratic. It violated the rights of the stakeholders, mostly the gatherers, of due 13 
process. 14 

• The implementation of FAO No. 264 is ill-timed as the country is facing the threat of the 15 
pandemic. 16 

• It will increase joblessness.  17 

• It will increase poverty among the local communities. 18 

• The FAO 264 will kill the livelihood of crablet gatherers.  19 

• The said administrative order will also likely affect, students, who depend on collecting crablets 20 
to purchase materials in anticipation of the school opening. 21 

• Unnecessary to stop the operation of collecting crablets as they considered it as a main source 22 
of livelihood. 23 

• The gatherers claimed that culturing a five-centimeter crablet would create physical 24 
deformities that would compromise its export quality.   25 

• Possible rise on crimes will be recorded like looting of agricultural products if the collecting 26 
crablets will be prohibited;  27 

 28 
WHEREAS, alternatives were also raised by the gatherers during the series of consultations. It 29 
included providing financial support, other sources of livelihood, educational support, among others. 30 
The gatherers cannot help but to express their dismay and wary over the implementation of FAO No. 31 
264 as they claimed will put their livelihood in jeopardy; 32 
 33 
WHEREAS, the office of the Municipal Mayor of Gubat, Sorsogon expressed its support for crablet 34 
gatherers requesting the Department of Agriculture for a two-month moratorium on FAO No. 264 35 
and an extension of the moratorium after a series of meeting-consultations with all stakeholders. On 36 
September 22, 2020, the Office of the Sangguniang Bayan of the Municipality of Gubat, Sorsogon 37 
issued Resolution No. 165, Series of 2020 expressing its support to crablet gatherers’ call for a 38 
moratorium on FAO No. 264;  39 
 40 
WHEREAS, in March 5, 2021, in response to stakeholders, the DA issued Administrative Circular 41 
No. 02, s. 2021 partially suspending section 3(a) of FAO No. 264, in a move meant to support the 42 
aquaculture industry amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The partial suspension allows for the catching, 43 
transport, trading, and selling of mangrove crab juvenile and mangrove crablets less than 5 centimeters 44 
carapace width (CW) from the wild for aquaculture purposes;  45 
 46 
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WHEREAS, Administrative Circular No. 02 partially suspending FAO No. 264 is set to be revoked 1 
upon withdrawal of Proclamation No. 922 declaring a State of Public Health Emergency, or after one 2 
(1) year, whichever may come first. A year after the issuance of a partial suspension, stakeholders are3 
clamoring for the continued suspension of FAO No. 264 given its socio-economic impact on small4 
crablet gatherers and the continuing economic crisis worsened by the Covid-19 pandemic;5 

6 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, that the 7 
Committee on Aquaculture and Fisheries and the Committee on Natural Resources to conduct a joint 8 
inquiry, in aid of legislation, on the socio-economic impact of the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 9 
Resources FAO No. 264 to the Crablet gatherers in the Municipality of Gubat, Province of Sorsogon. 10 

11 
12 

Adopted, 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

REP. EUFEMIA C. CULLAMAT 18 
Bayan Muna Partylist 19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

REP. CARLOS ISAGANI T. ZARATE REP. FERDINAND R. GAITE 25 
Bayan Muna Partylist  Bayan Muna Partylist 26 


